The PALM Network Grant

- Identify and secure partnership with an experienced mentor who already has reformed his/her classroom.
- Submit a complete proposal, including mentor information and letter(s) of support.
- Use the online submission portal to complete the full 5-step grant cycle.
- Submit videos for analysis both before and after the mentoring experience.
- Develop and implement an active learning module for one class with guidance from mentor(s).
- Plan to disseminate the new active learning materials to institutional colleagues and the greater science community, including publication (e.g., Course Source).
- Report on specific PALM fellowship activity at the annual PALM Network session.
- Report PALM fellowship findings/outcomes at respective national, regional, or sectional scientific society meeting(s).
- Complete follow-up PALM Network surveys (ideally 3-5 years post-fellowship) to inform assessment of network outcomes.

Mentoring Matters

The Promoting Active Learning & Mentoring (PALM) Network provides faculty and postdoctoral fellows with funds for in-person interaction with a mentor. Fellows will gain hands-on experience and long-term mentorship for bringing evidence-based, effective active learning strategies to their classrooms.

A PALM fellow will:

- Identify and secure partnership with an experienced mentor who already has reformed his/her classroom.
- Submit a complete proposal, including mentor information and letter(s) of support.
- Use the online submission portal to complete the full 5-step grant cycle.
- Submit videos for analysis both before and after the mentoring experience.
- Develop and implement an active learning module for one class with guidance from mentor(s).
- Plan to disseminate the new active learning materials to institutional colleagues and the greater science community, including publication (e.g., Course Source).
- Report on specific PALM fellowship activity at the annual PALM Network session.
- Report PALM fellowship findings/outcomes at respective national, regional, or sectional scientific society meeting(s).
- Complete follow-up PALM Network surveys (ideally 3-5 years post-fellowship) to inform assessment of network outcomes.

More information is available at www.ascb.org/PALM.

Next Application Deadline: June 15, 2016

PALM is funded by NSF Research Coordination Network in Undergraduate Biology Education grant #1539870.